Abstract: This paper explores the everyday security of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers before, during and after irregular migration. Based on narrative interviews with mothers residing in Melbourne, we analyse how their needs both do and do not fall into Nussbaum’s capabilities list. We argue that Nussbaum’s framework is not sufficient to capture the gendered aspects of everyday security related to carework. Based on this analysis, we suggest a new framework to understand carework and everyday security in the context of refugee and asylum-seeking women. Centring carework in the discussion of the everyday security of people seeking asylum is a significant step away from traditional security literature and allows mothers’ voices to be highlighted in a unique way.
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1. Introduction

Some refugee and asylum-seeking women make dangerous irregular journeys to pursue security for themselves and their children that they are denied in their home countries. The carework mothers perform during these extreme states of insecurity are an exercise of agency that academia often overlooks in literature around irregular migration.

Security is a term traditionally associated with, and for, state conduct [1,2]. More recently, security of the individual has come into common parlance in the literature in the form of human security. However, feminist critique of human security contends that this perspective is masculine and individualistic in nature [3,4]. Feminist security studies argues that security needs to be understood in terms of emancipation, justice and the everyday experiences of human beings [1,5]. This article applies this understanding of security to the experiences of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers which is gendered in nature and is intertwined with the multifaceted nature of motherhood itself.

In this paper, we use “everyday security” as a comprehensive term that evokes freedom from, or resilience against, harm in daily life [6]. It is used in a broad sense within this paper to reorient traditional notions of security away from state actors and gender-neutral, albeit largely masculine notions of individuality, to examine how security projects affect the lived experiences of people. In relation to marginalised gendered experiences, exploring the everyday does not connote normality or evoke comfort, but instead intends to frame an understanding of the risks and issues people face on a daily basis in a changing environment where security concerns are constantly shifting.

Understanding everyday security, including how mothers augment and resist state power and its practicalities, is crucial in examining how refugee and asylum-seeking mothers navigate constant insecurity due to state security...
projects that directly affect their daily lives. In examining everyday security, this paper does not discuss how mothers might obtain a predictable and stable life, but instead highlights the volatility of everyday concerns that refugee and asylum-seeking mothers must navigate for themselves, and how their own security is intertwined with their children. While everyday security is a concern central to all mothers’ lives, the everyday before, during, and after irregular journeys of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers is particularly complicated.

Carework is marginalised within mainstream scholarly work, often framed as a “private” rather than public issue [7–10]. In recent work around family violence, there has been a renewed focus on private household as an area of public concern. For example, literature suggests the effects of family violence need to be viewed with the same level of public outrage as terrorism, given the harm family violence causes to society. The lens of the private as public validates the importance of mothers’ carework as a public issue and a concern of the state, instead of being relegated to the private, domestic sphere.

This paper firstly shows how dimensions of gendered carework are components of mothers’ everyday security at all stages of the migration process. It then draws on Nussbaum’s capabilities framework to show what is needed to gain everyday security, to analyse refugee and asylum-seeking women’s experiences of carework and security.

Through this analysis, this paper posits that Nussbaum’s framework is not sufficient to capture mothers’ experience of security in the context of the migratory process. While capabilities are individualistic in nature, the paper examines how security is not always individualistic. This highlights that it is impossible to universalise experiences of oppression to encapsulate all women. Analysis often does not take into account class, racial, cultural, and ethnic diversity, and how these factors contribute to women’s experiences [11,12]. A universalist feminist approach is problematic, as it does not account for the gendered specifics of what security looks like for women [11,13–16]. These issues are central to the narratives of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers whose life experiences do not reflect the same needs of all women.

Much of the literature on refugee and asylum-seeking women emphasises their immediate needs for critical assistance at various points of crisis. Carework is often ignored using human rights crisis framework. However, motherhood and carework span these two categories as mothers navigate crisis while attempting to perform everyday mothering work in varying state of precariousness. Both Nussbaum’s framework and much of the literature on refugee and asylum-seeking women do not take into account the dimensions of carework. This calls for a new framework for understanding the role of carework in everyday security for refugee and asylum-seeking mothers.

1.1. Everyday Gendered Security and The Capabilities Framework

The absence of gendered concepts such as carework and women’s mobility within the security literature makes current approaches ill-equipped to deal with the daily issues associated with security that apply to refugee and asylum-seeking mothers. In other words, security operates from a statist and masculine frame that cannot account for the everyday experiences faced by mothers that are agentic in nature, and not a just a series of victimisations at specific crisis points. To encompass fluctuating experiences and performances of agency, it is necessary to reach beyond a simplistic understanding of a mother’s basic needs.

The human capabilities framework can assist in examining the everyday security of mothers, which emphasises fundamental human entitlements that extend past the mere naming of rights of individuals to identify whether those rights can in fact be secured [17]. The capabilities literature makes the connection between rights and what is necessary to address needs regarding everyday security [18–20]. The capabilities framework emphasises whether or not individuals have the capacity to achieve their own needs rather than relying on others for their provision [20]. The concept of capabilities has evolved the idea of needs from basic survival requirements, such as food and shelter, to a more complex list of social and civic necessities and the ability for the individual to achieve them. Additionally, capabilities bridge some of the gaps experienced by women at the public and private divide by including emotional attachment free of fear, reproductive choices and security against assault.

Appendix A1 lists various central human functional capabilities, which invites analysis into how and why these are important in a gendered context [21]. Nussbaum (2011) [20] explains this list as fluctuating and evolving. The value of this list, compared to human rights, is that it provides a framework to analyse insecurity that exists despite protection guaranteed by law. An example is places where access to the political process is guaranteed by law, yet women remain harassed, threatened, or attacked if they attempt this participation [18–21]. The capabilities framework has also been applied to a number of other populations, including marginalised rural Chinese schoolgirls who later became internally migrating women [20]. However, this framework has not been specifically explored using stateless mothers as a population group that is involved in irregular migration.

Considering the capabilities framework in regards to refugee and asylum-seeking mothers will help reconcile and incorporate understanding of the universal need for individual security as it applies to these specific gendered and geographically fluctuating lived experiences.

2. Methods and Participants

The data in this paper is derived from narrative interviews conducted over a one-year period (2016) with refugee and
asylum-seeking mothers from Afghanistan and Iran who resided in Melbourne, Australia. Although the data was collected five years ago, the precariousness of the situation for people seeking asylum in Australia has remained largely unchanged. This leads us to believe that the aspects of insecurity discussed by the participants about their experiences before, during and after the migratory processes remain relevant today.

Interviewees were identified using a snowball sampling technique [21,22], which resulted in interviews being conducted with 19 mothers from Afghanistan and Iran who were asylum seekers or had refugee status and were living in the Melbourne metropolitan area. We spoke with eight Iranian women and eleven Afghan women in total, mostly with the assistance of an interpreter, although two Iranian women communicated in English. Interviewees ranged between 24 to 50 years-of-age and had from one to seven children whose ages ranged from under one year to 21 years. The majority of the women (18) arrived in Australia between 2011 and 2016, except one Afghan woman who arrived in 2007.

Nine women entered Australia by boat, while ten entered by plane. The sample also included women who had spent time onshore and/or offshore detention centres reopened in 2010 by the Gillard government (9). Fifteen women travelled only with their children, while four travelled with their children and partner. Three were pregnant during their journeys. We have created pseudonyms for participants and their children to protect anonymity.

The criteria for participation were flexible regarding the visa type and status of each woman’s refugee application. Some mothers had already received refugee status before arriving while others were awaiting determination on their permanent residency status in Australia. All women undertook an irregular journey into transit countries to the host country, or both. We recruited women from Afghanistan and Iran as they were the most likely to have been involved in irregular travel into Australia via boat according to government statistics [23]. For example, between 2008 and 2013, the total number of asylum seekers from these countries who arrived in Australia by boat was 11,513 and 7,708 respectively [23], although available government reports do not provide information about the sea of those leaving specific countries. We chose 2007 as a commencement date for arrival because of substantial changes to asylum-seeker and refugee policies during this year, including the closure of Australia’s offshore detention centres [24].

The women with whom we spoke were delineated by mode of entry and country of origin. The majority of mothers we spoke to from Afghanistan spent significant time in transit countries, mainly Pakistan, after they fled their home country. Afghan mothers who spent extended periods in Pakistan identified poverty and a lack of legal status as major stressors on their carework roles. Many had no saved money before fleeing Afghanistan. In most cases, their husbands attempted the boat journey to Australia, so mothers were responsible for all carework and providing household income.

Pakistan is also not a signatory of the United Nations (UN) Refugee Convention, so the UN High Council on Refugees conducts the refugee status determination, which is a lengthy and complex process. All bar one of the Afghan women we spoke to had arrived in Australia by plane on a partner’s humanitarian visa after spending years in Pakistan. However, the humanitarian visa provided these women with permanent visa status, access to welfare benefits and the right to work upon arrival. This was not the case for the Iranian women with whom we spoke, as all were living in the community on temporary or bridging visas after undertaking the journey through transit countries and by boat to Australia.

During the interviews, we prompted women to reflect on their roles as mothers before, during, and after their irregular border crossings. The narrative interview was used to promote everyday conversational interaction, by way of story-telling and listening, to produce data [21] about the things that mattered in these women’s lives [25] and to develop an understanding of how each participant constructs their identity [26]. This approach centres on discovering marginalised voices to challenge normalised or silenced discourses of the accounts of everyday security for women as mothers and carers, rather than focusing on victimisation that women may have experienced during their journeys. In other words, the emphasis on motherhood created a space of agency for mothers to guide the interviews around experiences of security, self, and children. The semi-structured narratives driven by the participants allowed the interviews to be placed within mothers’ comfort zones, and provided the opportunity to explore themes and discuss experiences that were most important for them [25–27].

3. Analysis and Discussion

Using Nussbaum’s framework, four core themes emerged from mothers’ narratives under which a myriad of other everyday security needs fell. These were 1. Basic Needs; 2. Bodily Security; 3. Isolation/Separation; and 4. Increased Carework. While other related needs existed, these four categories of everyday security allow for a discussion of mothers’ agency during their journeys to manage a variety of interrelated needs. These needs were experienced to various extents in their home country, transit country, during the boat journey, in detention centres and in their host country.

Nussbaum’s (2011) [20] capabilities list aids in incorporating some of the gendered security issues that emerge for refugee and asylum-seeking mothers, especially in regards to basic needs and bodily security. These will be briefly discussed in turn below to show refugee mothers’ needs in light of the capabilities framework in ways that address their everyday security, before exploring how other needs fall outside of this frame.

3.1. Basic Needs

Basic needs mainly fall under the second capability: bodily health. This capability focuses specifically on having
good health, which includes reproductive health and shelter. The basic need is expanded in the host country to include capability number 10, which is control over one’s own environment. The capability addresses both the right to the political realm and material realm, including the ability to hold property and seek employment.

Basic needs were a thread that wound through home, transit and host countries. Many Afghan mothers spent significant time in transit countries, such as Pakistan.

One example is Mina, an Afghan mother of four. She describes the several years she spent trying to make ends meet while in Pakistan while her husband was attempting the boat journey to Australia.

And so I was able to take my smallest daughter with me to work cleaning houses, but I had to lock the other children at home. When I was cleaning in that place, I used to leave my second daughter at home to look after the other two boys. And sometimes the other one who would stay at home when she found small jobs for work. Mostly she had to sew scarves and she got some money for that.

Natkai, an Afghan mother of three, states that even in Australia her family was struggling to attain basic needs.

We are very low income people in here because the government don’t buy us that much. And we are not allowed to work as well. The thing is the money I receive from government is only little—not even enough for the bills and house rent. They cannot buy clothes for my children, my children cannot have proper food. Nothing like that. I say the government could provide better opportunity.

3.2. Bodily Security

Bodily security falls under several needs (1, 2 and 3) before, during, and after migration. The first capability is life and encompasses the right to normal life expectancy for an individual. The second is bodily health. The third is bodily integrity which addresses movement of self, as well as security against assault, including sexual assault and family violence. The opportunity for sexual satisfaction and choices regarding reproduction is also part of this category. Bodily security is not included in the host country, as this capability did not come up in mothers’ narratives about their Australian experience. The fact that it did not emerge is likely indicative of increased security for women within Australia in comparison with their home or transit countries.

In home countries, mothers expressed major concerns regarding fears for the lives of their children. Kashmala, an Afghan mother of five, describes how her baby daughter died after a nearby bombing.

I have no clue what happened. First there was a big explosion, a bomb right near my home. The baby was inside with me in my home when the bomb exploded. But then two days later she died... My baby died. I knew we had to leave then. I could not keep the other children safe.

Another example is from Adan, Iranian mother of one child, who explains why she left her home country:

In Iran my family, everyone, tells me to marry this man I did not love. But then I get pregnant with the man I love. For the Iranian government, the young boy and girl, they cannot go come together in this way. That is a crime—the couple can be put in prison, the government can slash them, they can stone them. We had to run away from Iran.

Bodily security during transit was an issue for all mothers. Whether undertaking dangerous boat journeys or spending years in Pakistan or months in Malaysia, every mother talked about fear, with most fears involving the safety of their children.

3.3. Isolation and Separation

Mothers’ isolation and separation from family members, children, and partners can also be identified under the capabilities framework. We have categorised these issues under capability number five that speaks to emotional attachments not affected by fear. This capability helps to encompass what mothers described in relation to the fear they felt when separated from partners for months or years and the concern that they held for children and parents who remained behind in the home country.

For example, Sabine, an Iranian mother of three, describes having to leave her two sons behind in Iran with her mother-in-law, because she could not afford to bring all of her children on the boat.

There is no choice because when you escape from the war and you are not stable, there is no choice. I cannot take them all. The boys, they cannot settle down somewhere new right now... They study in Iran, it’s easy for them to study. Not so for my daughter and she is so young. We three go and then the boys can come when we are stable. When we are permanent... For now we send back everything we can for books and things they need.

Breshna, mother of seven, describes how she is separated from her unwell mother after Australia denied the application for family reunification with her mother’s name on it.

My mother was very ill. I put her in to sponsor her with us, but Australia did not accept her. And because of her, we couldn’t come, so we had to get rid of her name. Even though she didn’t have anyone else close by. I had to send her to my other relative who were very far, not a close friend, but I sent her to live with them because there was no choice. And monthly, a small amount of money I send, but even I cannot do that always. But she is living with some other people. I worry because it is not safe for her to be there.

Kashmala, a mother of five from Afghanistan, has access to full refugee benefits and her husband is trying to find a job to help them financially. However, while he is searching for a job, she is isolated with her children in a hotel room.

The difficulty that I had when I first arrived was because we are very low income. My husband don’t know the language. I don’t know the language. My husband can’t find job, I have to stay with kids in a bad hotel for months to try to save for house.
Themes of isolation and separation emerge in many of the women's narratives. The capabilities framework aids in understanding how these circumstances expand past straightforward understandings of essentials, past the more easily identifiable bodily security and basic needs.

3.4. Carework

However, the gendered analysis of narratives from refugee and asylum-seeking mothers using a capabilities framework does not encompass some of the basic aspects of motherhood that are inherently complicated. How mothers navigate the increasing complexity of carework are less visible. Capability number nine contains an asterisk to connote that carework is briefly touched on in regards to play.

Nussbaum ([20], p. 220) briefly talks about the "double duty" of employment and care that means women “lack opportunity for play and the cultivation of their imaginative and cognitive facilities". However, this brief acknowledgement does not encompass the daily insecurity of mothers during the time of conflict and migration. A typical example of experiences of carework during irregular journeys is Jelveh, a 37-year-old mother of two children. In this quote, she describes trying to take care of two sick children and herself during the four-day journey from Indonesia to Christmas Island.

I was really bad and sick at the time and I couldn't really—my kids were vomiting all the time. I was like a dead person because I was so sick. One of the Iranian men that I stayed with in Jakarta used to mind my son, who is like a few years old. They were like sitting on the edge of the boat for hours and my son was just vomiting all the time. Also because my daughter has asthma, and I didn't want her to get asthma attack or get sick. I used to like take off my clothes to take her against my chest, put on the clothes again and then the rain jacket over us and hope she wouldn't get sick.

Another example that falls outside of the realm of capabilities is shared carework among mothers, or in this example, mothers caring for those without mothers. Returning to Sabine's narrative, she discussed caring for the unaccompanied minor boys who were also on the boat during her journey.

We became like one big family together. There are all these boys and all of them I was the mother of on the boat, in detention, now even here. They are 15, 16, 17 and 18-year-old boys. All the time they need something—because it's very hard for kids far away from their mothers. They came alone and we were a good family together now... They are good boys. They tell me their stories—everyone tells me their stories of what they saw before. The boys came without any father and mother... I am a mother to all them now.

While we realise that capabilities are a call for basic human rights, the narratives of the women whom we spoke to, deprioritised things like play and cultivation at the expense of more pressing issues regarding everyday security and the performance of carework roles that also fall outside of “basic needs”.

Even with Nussbaum's more basic rights, it is difficult to situate factors such as economic insecurity, increased carework, and personal responsibility, especially in an unstable state or during migration when erratic eruptions of violence and uncertainty are experienced by mothers. To simply categorise this as “life” or “bodily health” is too simple. As Natkai, an Afghan mother, reminds us in her narrative:

If I had advice to other mothers who migrate with children, I would say whatever is their destiny is their destiny, I don't want to say that much. But, all I want to say is that it is not easy to come and there will be many difficulties that they have to face. But they will be safe here, even when it all seems so hard to find the things you need.

Nussbaum's capabilities are also an issue as she consistently uses the term "citizen" which marginalises the needs, experiences, and agency of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers [18,20,21,28]. This term is not inclusive of those who do not have citizenship status, are stateless, or are only on temporary visas. An asylum-seeking mother of two from Iran, Naji's, expressed the lack of legal status within Australia, which is not accounted for in capabilities, as her biggest concern.

I can go wherever I want here and there is lots of support from doctors and people. I have done everything to make a good way for my kids and the only thing I worry is that they deport me back to my country. And with all I have been through and to do something for my kids and—the only thing I don't want to ever have happen to me, like they send me back to my home and then I am filled with dread. I have worked so hard to get this safety for my son.

This discussion is not intended to inexorably link women only to the 'mother/children' category, but rather to create space for the role of motherhood within the discussion of women’s security in the context of migration. Mina, a mother of four, describes how the agency she exerted to leave Afghanistan is felt by other mothers, but they may not have the same chance to find security for themselves and their children.

I wanted to come to Australia because I feel like if you come to Australia that something is good there. That it feels happy to go. There are other people who are like me—they are scared their children will not live. If it was up to me, I would have said come to them. But I cannot and they are still waiting for their chance. I hope that they would come, but I am not the only one who is like this. Many people are the same. They just want to live well with their children and be happy.

The capabilities framework is both useful, yet not fully able to address specific security needs of stateless mothers based on the narratives of their everyday experiences. We do not suggest we should simply ignore the important work that capabilities can bring to these everyday security discourses. Rather, in attempting to universalise a capabilities list for all people, the differing gendered consequences simply fade, as do the lives of children who are intertwined with a mother's experience. Instead of a universalised under-
standing of rights that still remains gender neutral and static, we reconceptualise refugee and asylum-seeking mothers’ security based on their own narratives. The next section places carework at the centre of a model that assists in creating a cohesive theoretical structure of security at the confluence of motherhood, irregular migration, and asylum.

4. Reconceptualisation

Issues regarding carework and precarious security identified by refugee and asylum-seeking mothers that are present in the transnational and migration mothering literature (see [29–32]) are rare in security discourse. The capabilities list assists in discussing agency and security for the individual, but ignores factors associated with migration and motherhood. With this understanding, this section reconceptualises a model of everyday security that reflects the concerns of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers based on their narratives, which privileges their self-identified needs. The data directs attention towards centering carework and its performance by mothers. The concept of carework, therefore, is central to reconceptualizing security.

Talking specifically about economics, Mehrotra (2014) [8] makes the point about centring women’s voices in theoretical frameworks.

...a capability-driven theoretical framework—which explicitly recognises the centrality of women’s agency—must inform the policy framework in order to trigger the synergies between economic growth, income-poverty reduction and health/education improvements that presumably are the goal of development theorists and practitioners of all persuasions. This alternative theoretical framework also tries to establish why the capabilities and agency of women... are far more central to this transformation than mainstream economists care to recognise, partly because of mainstream economics’ inability to recognise the gender dimensions of intra-household dynamics ([8], p. 275).

She highlights how the important gendered structures that occur at the household level are necessary to understand the agency of mothers. Focusing on the complications to mothers’ everyday security due to irregular migration, and liminal gendered citizenship, we conceptualise a framework to understand everyday security in a gendered migratory context.

States and international actors do not address basic needs, bodily safety, insecure citizenship, and isolation before, during, and after irregular journeys. The states of Afghanistan, Iran, and Australia all fail in varying ways to meet needs of care for mothers [2]. Viewing carework as a public issue that is affected by states and their power structures allows examination of the everyday security of refugee and asylum-seeking mothers as a state issue, not a private one.

Carework needs to be situated at the centre of our understanding of everyday security for women. Figure one can be thought of as the twisting of three dials that all affect the centrepoint of carework. The diagram indicates how spatial, temporal, and other factors identified by the participants put pressure onto carework. The outer ring represents state spatialities, the middle ring temporal “inbetween” spaces, and the inner ring encompasses the specific pressures identified by mothers. The diagram is circular to show the flux of relationships and bring clearer understanding of how these three distinct components interlock and affect the everyday performance of carework. The circle does not remain in a perfect shape as factors place pressure on the centre during different stages of migration. The retheorisation captures not only the gendered nuances of security but also the factors of mobility and temporality.

Citizenship for women is compromised throughout the world’s geographic locations. The theme of place is necessary in discussing security as women’s citizenship fluctuates based on reproduction rights, practices and laws in regards to violence against women, and the practices of motherhood and carework. The outer ring identifies the spaces that mothers discussed in their narratives, which reflect specific pressures in the home country, transit country, and host country. These pressures vary in transit from home to destination countries due to uncertainty in the forms of citizenship (or lack thereof), incarceration, repatriation, and deportation.

Refugee and asylum-seeking mothers have shown immense resilience towards their insecurity throughout their journeys despite complicated and intersecting pressures. The carework mothers perform in these circumstances illuminates the processes of agency that mothers build to obtain everyday security for themselves and their children. The depiction of these factors in diagram one involves neither temporal points on a line, nor a cycle of causes and effects. Instead, there is a relationship that shifts over time that mothers must navigate as it changes form. We have depicted this by placing a transparent circle over the needs to show how they interact with carework.
Figure 1. Dial of Carework Pressures.

The last ring at the centre represents carework, which is the most significant theme identified by refugee and asylum-seeking mothers in regards to everyday security. The four categories that surround and place pressure on carework come from mothers' narratives: Bodily Security, Structural Inequalities, Basic Needs, and Gendered Citizenship. These categories assist in grounding and streamlining the needs identified by refugee and asylum seeking mothers throughout their narratives. These needs are not meant to connotate a single pressure, but rather an interrelated set of complexities that affect carework.

Throughout the migratory process, different needs intensify and compress upon everyday carework. The spinning dials allow a visual understanding of the factors associated with increased carework in distinct spaces, at distinct times, and in varying circumstances.

5. Conclusions

This conceptualisation of everyday security that centres carework can be applied in a number of other realms such as family violence, reproductive rights, and other issues where women are or should be at the heart of discussions around security. In a recent report by Zufferey et al. (2016) they describe how family violence affected women's everyday security in various ways. Mothers who were victims of family violence were found to have decreased work hours and lower positions in their jobs, less stable housing after leaving a partner, high instances of diagnosed mental illness during or after family violence, and lower social participation during instances of family violence [9]. Women described how the increased responsibility of caring for children due to family violence affected their ability to work and socialise. A security frame that incorporates these consequences identifies what is at stake for mothers in situations of violence and liminal citizenship in the everyday.

By addressing pressures on carework, we also identify the issues that can be addressed to aid mothers in obtaining everyday security. State action and inaction in regarding the needs of refugees and asylum seekers has lead directly to pressures discussed by mothers in their narratives [2]. In fact, there are circumstances where the mother must act in lieu of state, as the needs associated with having children and undertaking carework go unaddressed. The centring of carework also highlights the inadequencies of Australia's onshore and offshore detention systems. Australian detention centres are not mother- and child-sensitive [2]. For example, children are born on mainland Australia without citizenship because pregnant women are brought from offshore detention centres that have no capability for
pre- and post-natal care [23].

It is essential to recognise that our conclusions intend to privilege the voices and needs of the refugee and asylum-seeking mothers. In creating this diagram, we are attempting to address the lack of security focus of these mothers. We acknowledge there are many barriers to achieving change, and some will most certainly receive more political resistance than others, while others are not likely to be politically achievable at all given the current worldwide stance on sovereign control of borders.
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## Table A1. Capabilities List.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Life</strong> Right to normal life expectancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Bodily Health</strong> Focuses specifically on having good health, including reproductive health, and shelter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Bodily Integrity</strong> Refers to movement of self and security against assault, including sexual assault and family violence; In this same category is the opportunity for sexual satisfaction and choices regarding reproduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Senses/Imagination/Thought</strong> Encompasses things like access to education, religious freedom, and right to political/artistic expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Emotions</strong> Speak to attachment and not having emotional attachments affected by fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>Practical Reason</strong> Explores conceptions of good and being able to reflect on one’s life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>Affiliation</strong> Two parts that hold up ideas of justice, compassion, friendship and self-respect, including equal rights and political assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>Other Species</strong> Examines being able to interact with other species and the world of nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>Play</strong> Focuses on enjoying leisure activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>Control over One’s Own Environment</strong> Looks at both the political realm and the material realm, including holding property and seeking employment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>